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Abstract
We present aprovably efﬁcient and near-optimal al-
gorithmfor reinforcement learningin Markov deci-
sion processes (MDPs) whose transitionmodel can
befactored as a dynamic Bayesian network(DBN).
Our algorithm generalizes the recent E
3 algorithm
ofKearns and Singh,and assumes thatwe are given
both an algorithm for approximate planning, and
the graphical structure (but not the parameters) of
theDBN.UnliketheoriginalE
3 algorithm,ournew
algorithm exploits the DBN structure to achieve a
running time that scales polynomially in the num-
ber of parameters ofthe DBN, which may be expo-
nentially smaller than the number of global states.
1 Introduction
Kearns and Singh (1998) recently presented a new algo-
rithm for reinforcement learning in Markov decision pro-
cesses (MDPs). Their E
3 algorithm (for Explicit Explore or
Exploit)achieves near-optimal performance ina runningtime
and a number of actions which are polynomial in the num-
ber of states and a parameter
T, which is the horizon time
in the case of discounted return, and the mixing time of the
optimal policy in the case of inﬁnite-horizon average return.
The E
3 algorithm makes no assumptions on the structure of
the unknown MDP, and the resultingpolynomial dependence
on the number of states makes E
3 impractical in the case of
very large MDPs. In particular, it cannot be easily applied
to MDPs in which the transitionprobabilitiesare represented
in the factored form of a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN).
MDPs with very large state spaces, and such DBN-MDPs in
particular, are becoming increasingly important as reinforce-
ment learning methods are applied to problems of growing
difﬁculty [Boutilieret al., 1999].
In this paper, we extend the E
3 algorithm to the case of
DBN-MDPs. The original E
3 algorithm relies on the abil-
ity to ﬁnd optimal strategies in a given MDP — that is, to
perform planning. This ability is readily provided by al-
gorithms such as value iteration in the case of small state
spaces. While the general planning problem is intractable
in large MDPs, signiﬁcant progress has been made recently
on approximate solution algorithms for both DBN-MDPs in
particular [Boutilier et al., 1999], and for large state spaces
in general [Kearns et al., 1999; Koller and Parr, 1999].O u r
new DBN-E
3 algorithm therefore assumes the existence of a
procedure for ﬁnding approximately optimal policies in any
given DBN-MDP. Our algorithm also assumes that the quali-
tative structure of the transition model is known, i.e., the un-
derlying graphical structure of the DBN. This assumption is
oftenreasonable, as thequalitativepropertiesof a domain are
often understood.
Usingthe planningprocedure as a subroutine,DBN-E
3 ex-
plores the state space, learning the parameters it considers
relevant. It achieves near-optimal performance in a running
timeand a number ofactions thatare polynomialin
T and the
number of parameters in the DBN-MDP, which in general is
exponentially smaller than the number of global states. We
furtherexamine conditionsunder which the mixingtime
T of
a policy in a DBN-MDP is polynomial in the number of pa-
rameters oftheDBN-MDP.The“anytime” natureof DBN-E
3
allows it to compete with such policies in total running time
thatis bounded bya polynomialinthe number of parameters.
2 Preliminaries
We beginby introducingsome ofthe basic concepts of MDPs
and factored MDPs. A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is
deﬁned as a tuple
(
S
;
A
;
R
;
P
) where:
S is a set of states;
A
is a set of actions;
R is a reward function
R
:
S
7
!
[
0
;
R
m
a
x
],
such that
R
(
s
) represents the reward obtained by the agent in
state
s
1;
P is a transitionmodel
P
:
S
￿
A
7
!
￿
S, such that
P
(
s
0
j
s
;
a
) represents the probabilityof landing in state
s
0 if
the agent takes action
a in state
s.
Most simply, MDPs are described explicitly, by writing
down a set of transition matrices and reward vectors — one
for each action
a. However, this approach is impractical
for describing complex processes. Here, the set of states
is typically described via a set of random variables
X
=
f
X
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
n
g, where each
X
i takes on values in some ﬁnite
domain
V
a
l
(
X
i
). In general, for a set of variables
Y
￿
X,a n
instantiation
y assigns a value
x
2
V
a
l
(
X
) for every
X
2
Y;
we use
V
a
l
(
Y
) to denote the set of possible instantiations to
1A reward function is sometimes associated with (state,action)
pairsratherthanwithstates. Ourassumptionthattherewarddepends
only on the state is made purely to simplify the presentation; it has
no effect on our results.Y. A state in this MDP is an assignment
x
2
V
a
l
(
X
);t h e
total number of states is therefore exponentially large in the
number of variables. Thus, it is impractical to represent the
transitionmodel explicitly using transitionmatrices.
The framework of dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) al-
lows us to describe a certain importantclass of such MDPs in
a compact way. Processes whosestate isdescribedviaa set of
variables typically exhibit a weak form of decoupling — not
all of the variables at time
t directly inﬂuence the transition
of a variable
X
i from time
t to time
t
+
1 . For example, in a
simple roboticsdomain, the locationof the robotat time
t
+
1
may depend on its position, velocity, and orientation at time
t, but not on what it is carrying, or on the amount of paper
in the printer. DBNs are designed to represent such processes
compactly.
Let
a
2
A be an action. We ﬁrst want to specify the
transition model
P
(
x
0
j
x
;
a
).L e t
X
i denote the variable
X
i at the current time and
X
0
i denote the variable at the
next time step. The transition model for action
a will con-
sist of two parts — an underlying transition graph associ-
ated with
a, and parameters associated with that graph. The
transition graph is a 2-layer directed acyclic graph whose
nodes are
f
X
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
n
;
X
0
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
0
n
g. All edges in this
graph are directed from nodes in
f
X
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
n
g to nodes in
f
X
0
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
0
n
g; note that we are assuming that there are no
edges between variables within a time slice. We denote the
parents of
X
0
i in the graph by
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
). Intuitively, the tran-
sition graph for
a speciﬁes the qualitative nature of prob-
abilistic dependencies in a single time step — namely, the
new setting of
X
i depends only on the current setting of the
variables in
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
). To make this dependence quantita-
tive, each node
X
0
i is associated with a conditional probabil-
itytable(CPT)
P
a
(
X
0
i
j
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
)
). Thetransitionprobability
P
(
x
0
j
x
;
a
) is then deﬁned tobe
Q
i
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
),w h e r e
u
i is
the setting in
x of the variables in
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
).
We also need to provide a compact representation of the
reward function. As in the transition model, explicitly spec-
ifying a reward for each of the exponentially many states is
impractical. Again, we use the idea of factoring the repre-
sentation of the reward function into a set of localized re-
ward functions, each of which only depends on a small set of
variables. In our robot example, our reward might be com-
posed of several subrewards: for example, one associated
with location (for getting too close to a wall), one associated
with the printer status (for letting paper run out), and so on.
More precisely, let
R be a set of functions
R
1
;
:
:
:
;
R
k; each
function
R
i is associated with a cluster of variables
C
i
￿
f
X
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
n
g, such that
R
i isafunctionfrom
V
a
l
(
C
i
) to
I
R.
Abusing notation, we will use
R
i
(
x
) to denote the value that
R
i takes for the part of the state vector corresponding to
C
i.
The reward functionassociated withtheDBN-MDP at astate
x is then deﬁned to be
R
(
x
)
=
P
k
i
=
1
R
i
(
x
)
2
[
0
;
R
m
a
x
].
The following deﬁnitions for ﬁnite-length paths in MDPs
will be of repeated technical use in the analysis. Let
M be
a Markov decision process, and let
￿ be a policy in
M.A
T-pathin
M is a sequence
p of
T
+
1states (that is,
T transi-
tions)of
M:
p
=
x
1
;
:
:
:
;
x
T
;
x
T
+
1. The probabilitythat
p is
traversed in
M upon starting in state
x
1 and executing policy
￿ is denoted
P
￿
M
[
p
]
=
￿
T
k
=
1
P
(
x
k
+
1
j
x
k
;
￿
(
x
k
)
).
There are three standard notionsof the expected return en-
joyed by a policy in an MDP: the asymptotic discounted re-
turn, the asymptotic average return, and the ﬁnite-time aver-
age return. Like the original E
3 algorithm, our new general-
ization will apply to all three cases, and to convey the main
ideas it sufﬁces for the most part to concentrate on the ﬁnite-
time average return. This is because our ﬁnite-time average
return result can be applied to the asymptotic returns through
either the horizon time
1
=
(
1
￿
￿
) for the discounted case,
or the mixing time of the optimal policy in the average case.
(We examine the properties of mixing times in a DBN-MDP
in Section 5.)
Let
M be a Markov decision process, let
￿ be a policy in
M,a n dl e t
p be a
T-path in
M.T h eaverage return along
p
in
M is
U
M
(
p
)
=
(
1
=
T
)
(
R
(
x
1
)
+
￿
￿
￿
+
R
(
x
T
+
1
)
)
:
The
T-step (expected) average return from state
x is
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
=
P
p
P
￿
M
[
p
]
U
M
(
p
) where the sum is over all
T-paths
p in
M that start at
x. Furthermore, we deﬁne the
optimal
T-step average return from
x in
M by
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
=
m
a
x
￿
f
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
g.
An important problem in MDPs is planning: ﬁnding the
policy
￿
￿ that achieves optimal return in a given MDP. In our
case, we are interested in achieving the optimal
T-step av-
erage return. The complexity of all exact MDP planning al-
gorithms depends polynomiallyon the number of states; this
propertyrenders all ofthese algorithmsimpractical for DBN-
MDPs, where the number of states grows exponentially in
the size of the representation. However, there has been re-
cent progress on algorithms for approximatelysolvingMDPs
with large state spaces [Kearns et al., 1999], particularly on
ones represented in a factored way as an MDP [Boutilier et
al., 1999; Koller and Parr, 1999]. The focus of our work is
on the reinforcement learning task, so we simply assume that
we have access to a “black box” that performs approximate
planningfor a DBN-MDP.
Deﬁnition 2.1:A
￿-approximation
T-step planning algo-
rithm for a DBN-MDP is one that, given a DBN-MDP
M, produces a (compactly represented) policy
￿ such that
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
(
1
￿
￿
)
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
).
We will charge our learning algorithm a single step of com-
putation for each call to the assumed approximate planning
algorithm. One way of thinking about our result is as a re-
ductionof the problem of efﬁcient learning in DBN-MDPs to
the problem of efﬁcient planningin DBN-MDPs.
Our goal is to perform model-based reinforcement learn-
ing. Thus, we wish to learn an approximate model from ex-
perience, and then exploit it (or explore it) by planninggiven
the approximate model. In this paper, we focus on the prob-
lem of learning the model parameters (the CPTs), assuming
that the model structure (the transitiongraphs) is given to us.
It is therefore useful to consider the set of parameters that
we wish to estimate. As we assumed that the rewards are
deterministic, we can focus on the probabilistic parameters.
(Our results easily extend to the case of stochastic rewards.)
We deﬁne a transition component of the DBN-MDP to be adistribution
P
a
(
X
0
i
j
u
) for some action
a and some partic-
ular instantiation
u to the parents
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
) in the transition
model. Note that the number of transition components is at
most
P
a
;
i
j
V
a
l
(
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
)
)
j, but may be much lower when a
variable’s behavior is identical for several actions.
3 Overview of the Original E
3
Since our algorithm for learning in DBN-MDPs will be a di-
rect generalization of the E
3 algorithm of Kearns and Singh
— hereafter abbreviated KS — we begin withan overview of
that algorithmand its analysis. It is importantto bear in mind
thatthe originalalgorithmisdesigned onlyforthe case where
the total number of states
N is small, and the algorithm runs
in time polynomialin
N.
E
3 is what iscommonly referred to as an indirect ormodel-
based algorithm: rather than maintaining only a current pol-
icy or value function, the algorithm maintains a model for
the transition probabilities and the rewards for some subset
of the states of the unknown MDP
M. Although the algo-
rithm maintains a partial model of
M, it may choose to never
build a complete model of
M, if doing so is not necessary to
achieve high return.
The algorithmstarts off by doing balanced wandering:t h e
algorithm,uponarrivingina state, takes the actionithas tried
the fewest times from that state (breaking ties randomly). At
each state it visits, the algorithmmaintains the obviousstatis-
tics: the reward received at that state, and for each action,
the empirical distribution of next states reached (that is, the
estimated transition probabilities).
A crucial notion is that of a known state —as t a t et h a t
the algorithm has visited “so many” times that the transition
probabilities for that state are “very close” to their true val-
ues in
M. This deﬁnition is carefully balanced so that “so
many” times is still polynomially bounded, yet “very close”
sufﬁces to meet the simulation requirements below. An im-
portant observation is that we cannot do balanced wandering
indeﬁnitely before at least one state becomes known: by the
Pigeonhole Principle, we will soon start to accumulate accu-
rate statistics at some state.
The most important construction of the analysis is the
known-state MDP.I f
S is the set of currently known states,
theknown-stateMDP is simply an MDP
M
S that is naturally
induced on
S by the full MDP
M. Brieﬂy, all transitions in
M between states in
S are preserved in
M
S, while all other
transitions in
M are “redirected” in
M
S to lead to a single
new, absorbing state that intuitively represents all of the un-
knownand unvisitedstates. AlthoughE
3 does nothave direct
access to
M
S, by virtue of the deﬁnition of the known states,
it does have a good approximation
^
M
S.
The KS analysis hinges on two central technical lemmas.
The ﬁrst is called the Simulation Lemma, and it establishes
that
^
M
S has good simulation accuracy: that is, the expected
T-step return of any policy in
^
M
S is close to its expected
T-
step return in
M
S. Thus, at any time,
^
M
S is a useful partial
model of
M, for that part of
M that the algorithm “knows”
very well.
The second central technical lemma is the “Explore or Ex-
ploit”Lemma. Itstates that eithertheoptimal (
T-step)policy
in
M achieves its high return by staying (with high proba-
bility) in the set
S of currently known states, or the optimal
policyhas signiﬁcantprobabilityof leaving
S within
T steps.
Mostimportantly,thealgorithmcan detectwhichofthesetwo
isthecase; intheﬁrst case, itcan simulatethebehavior ofthe
optimal policy by ﬁnding a high-return exploitationpolicy in
thepartial model
^
M
S, and in the second case, it can replicate
the behavior of the optimal policy by ﬁnding an exploration
policy that quickly reaches the additional absorbing state of
thepartialmodel
^
M
S. Thus, by performingtwooff-lineplan-
ningcomputationson
^
M
S, the algorithmisguaranteed toﬁnd
either a way to get near-optimal return for the next
T steps,
or a way to improve the statistics at an unknown or unvisited
state within the next
T steps. KS show that this algorithm
ensures near-optimal return in time polynomial in
N.
4 The DBN-E
3 Algorithm
Our goal is to derive a generalization of E
3 for DBN-MDPs,
and to prove for it a result analogous to that of KS — but
witha polynomialdependence notonthe numberof states
N,
but on the number of CPT parameters
‘ in the DBN model.
Our analysis closely mirrors the original, but requires a sig-
niﬁcantgeneralization of theSimulationLemma thatexploits
the structure of a DBN-MDP, a modiﬁed construction of
^
M
S
that can be represented as a DBN-MDP, and a number of al-
terations of the details.
Like the originalE
3 algorithm, DBN-E
3 willbuildamodel
ofthe unknownDBN-MDPon the basis of itsexperience, but
now the model will be represented in a compact, factorized
form. More precisely, suppose that our algorithm is in state
x, executes action
a, and arrives in state
x
0. This experience
will be used to update all the appropriate CPT entries of our
model — namely, all theestimates
^
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
) are updated in
the obvious way, where as usual
u
i is the setting of
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
)
in
x. We will also maintain counts
C
a
(
x
0
i
;
u
i
) of the number
of times
^
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
) has been updated.
Recall that a crucial element of theoriginalE
3 analysiswas
thenotionofaknownstate. Intheoriginalanalysis, itwas ob-
served that if
N is thetotalnumber of states, then after
O
(
N
)
experiences some state must become known by the Pigeon-
hole Principle. We cannot hope to use the same logic here,
as we are now in a DBN-MDP with an exponentially large
number of states. Rather, we must “pigeonhole” not on the
number of states, but on the number of parameters required
to specify theDBN-MDP. Towards this goal, we willsay that
the CPT entry
^
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
) is known if it has been visited
“enough” times to ensure that, with high probability
j
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
)
￿
^
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
)
j
￿
￿
:
We now would like to establish that if, for an appropriate
choice of
￿, allCPT entries are known, then ourapproximate
DBN-MDP can be used to accurately estimate the expected
return of any policy in the true DBN-MDP. This is the de-
sired generalization of the originalSimulationLemma. As in
the original analysis, we will eventually apply it to a gener-
alization of the induced MDP
M
S, in which we deliberately
restrict attention to only the known CPT entries.4.1 The DBN-MDP Simulation Lemma
Let
M and
^
M be two DBN-MDPs over the same state space
with the same transition graphs for every action
a, and with
the same reward functions. Then we say that
^
M is an
￿-
approximation of
M if for every action
a and node
X
0
i in
the transition graphs, for every setting
u of
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
),a n df o r
every possible value
x
0
i of
X
0
i,
j
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
)
￿
^
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
)
j
￿
￿
where
P
a
(
￿
j
￿
) and
^
P
a
(
￿
j
￿
) are the CPTs of
M and
^
M,
respectively.
Lemma 4.1: Let
M beanyDBN-MDP over
n state variables
with
‘ CPT entries in the transition model, and let
^
M be an
￿-approximation of
M,w h e r e
￿
=
O
(
(
￿
=
(
T
2
‘
R
m
a
x
)
)
2
).
Then for any policy
￿, and for any state
x,
j
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
U
￿
^
M
(
x
;
T
)
j
￿
￿
:
Proof: (Sketch) Let us ﬁx a policy
￿ and state
x. Recall that
for any next state
x
0 and any action
a, the transitionprobabil-
ity factorizes via the CPTs as
P
(
x
0
j
x
;
a
)
=
Q
i
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
).
where
u
i is the setting of
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
) in
x. Let us say that
P
(
x
0
j
x
;
a
) contains a
￿-small factor if any of its CPT fac-
tors
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
) is smaller than
￿. Note that a transition
probability may actually be quite small itself (exponentially
small in
n) withoutnecessarily containing a
￿-small factor.
Our ﬁrst goal is to show that trajectories in
M and
^
M
that cross transitions containing a
￿-small CPT factor can be
“thrown away” without much error. Consider a random tra-
jectory of
T steps in
M from state
x following policy
￿.I t
can be shown that the probability that such a trajectory will
cross at least one transition
P
(
x
0
j
x
;
a
) that contains a
￿-
small factor is at most
T
‘
￿. Essentially, the probability that
at any step, any particular
￿-small transition(CPTfactor)will
be taken by any particular variable
X
i is at most
￿.A s i m -
ple unionargument over the CPT entries and the
T timesteps
gives the desired bound. Therefore, the total contribution to
the difference
j
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
U
￿
^
M
(
x
;
T
)
j by these trajectories
c a nb es h o w nt ob ea tm o s t
T
2
R
m
a
x
‘
(
￿
+
￿
). We will thus
ignore such trajectories for now.
The key advantage of eliminating
￿- s m a l lf a c t o r si st h a t
we can convert additive approximation guarantees into mul-
tiplicative ones. Let
p be any path of length
T. If all the
relevant CPT factors are greater than
￿,a n dw el e t
￿
=
￿
=
￿,
it can be shown that
(
1
￿
￿
)
T
n
P
￿
M
[
p
]
￿
^
P
￿
M
[
p
]
￿
(
1
+
￿
)
T
n
P
￿
M
[
p
]
:
In other words, ignoring
￿-small CPT factors, the distribu-
tions on paths induced by
￿ in
M and
^
M are quite similar.
From this it follows that, for the upper bound,
2
U
￿
^
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
(
1
+
￿
)
T
n
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
+
T
2
R
m
a
x
‘
(
￿
+
2
￿
)
:
For the choices
￿
=
p
￿,
￿
=
O
(
(
￿
=
(
T
2
‘
R
m
a
x
)
)
2
) the
lemma is obtained.
2The lower bound argument is entirely symmetric.
Returning to the main development, we can now give a
precise deﬁnition of a known CPT entry. It is a simple ap-
plicationof Chernoff bounds to show that provided the count
C
a
(
x
0
i
;
u
i
) exceeds
O
(
1
=
￿
2
l
o
g
(
1
=
￿
)
),
^
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
) has addi-
tive error at most
￿ with probability at least
1
￿
￿. We thus
say thatthisCPT entryis knownifitscountexceeds thegiven
boundforthechoice
￿
=
O
(
(
￿
=
(
T
2
n
v
R
m
a
x
)
)
2
)speciﬁed by
theDBN-MDP SimulationLemma. The DBN-MDP Simula-
tion Lemma shows that if all CPT entries are known, then
our approximate model
^
M can be used to ﬁnd a near-optimal
policy in the true DBN-MDP
M.
Note that we can identify which CPT entries are known
via the counts
C
a
(
x
0
i
;
u
i
). Thus, if we are at a state
x for
which at least one of the associated CPT entries
^
P
a
(
x
0
i
j
u
i
)
is unknown, by taking action
a we then obtain an experience
that will increase the corresponding count
C
a
(
x
0
i
;
u
i
). Thus,
in analogy with the original E
3, as long as we are encoun-
tering unknown CPT entries, we can continue taking actions
that increase the quality of our model — but now rather than
increasing counts on a per-state basis, the DBN-MDP Simu-
lationLemma shows why it sufﬁces to increase the counts on
a per-CPT entry basis, which is crucial for obtaining the run-
ning time we desire. We can thus show that if we encounter
unknown CPT entries for a number of steps that is polyno-
mial in the total number
‘ of CPT entries and
1
=
￿, there can
nolongerbe any unknownCPT entries, and we know thetrue
DBN-MDP well enough to solve for a near-optimal policy.
However, similar to the original algorithm, the real difﬁ-
culty arises when we are in a state with no unknown CPT
entries, yet there do remain unknown CPT entries elsewhere.
Then we have no guarantee that we can improve our model
at the next step. In the original algorithm, this was solved by
deﬁning the known-state MDP
M
S, and proving the afore-
mentioned “Explore or Exploit” Lemma. Duplicating this
step for DBN-MDPs will require another new idea.
4.2 The DBN-MDP “Explore or Exploit” Lemma
In our context, when we construct a known-state MDP, we
must satisfy the additional requirement that the known-state
MDP preserve the DBN structure of the original problem, so
that if we have a planningalgorithm for DBN-MDPs that ex-
ploits the structure, we can then apply it to the known-state
MDP
3. Therefore, we cannotjustintroducea new “sinkstate”
to represent that part of
M that is unknown to us; we must
also show how this “sink state” can be represented as a set-
ting of the state variables of a DBN-MDP.
We present a new construction, which extends the idea of
“known states” to the idea of “known transitions”. We say
that a transition component
P
a
(
X
0
i
j
u
) is known if all of
its CPT entries are known. The basic idea is that, while it is
impossibleto check locallywhether astateisknown,itiseasy
to check locally whether a transitioncomponent is known.
Let
T be the set of known transition components. We de-
ﬁne the known-transition DBN-MDP
M
T as follows. The
3Certain approaches to approximate planning in large MDPs do
not require any structural assumptions[Kearns et al., 1999],b u tw e
anticipate that the most effective DBN-MDP planning algorithms
eventually will.model behaves identicallyto
M as longas onlyknowntransi-
tionsare taken. As soon as an unknowntransitionis taken for
some variable
X
0
i,t h ev a r i a b l e
X
0
i takes on a new wandering
value
w, which we introduce into the model. The transition
model is deﬁned so that, once a variable takes on the value
w, its value never changes. The reward function is deﬁned so
that, once at least one variable takes on the wandering value,
the total reward is nonpositive. These two properties give us
the same overall behavior that KS got by making a sink state
for the set of unknown states.
Deﬁnition 4.2:Let
M be a DBN-MDP and let
T be any sub-
set of the transition components in the model. The induced
DBN-MDP on
T , denoted
M
T , is deﬁned as follows:
￿
M
T has the same set of state variables as
M;h o w e v e r ,
in
M
T , each variable
X
i has, in addition to its original
set of values
V
a
l
M
(
X
i
), a new value
w.
￿
M
T has the same transition graphs as
M. For each
a,
i,a n d
u
2
V
a
l
M
(
P
a
a
(
X
0
i
)
),w eh a v et h a t
P
M
T
a
(
X
0
i
j
u
)
=
P
M
a
(
X
0
i
j
u
) if the corresponding transition com-
ponent is in
T ; in all other cases,
P
M
T
a
(
w
j
u
)
=
1 ,a n d
P
M
T
a
(
x
i
j
u
)
=
0for all
x
i
2
V
a
l
M
(
X
i
).
￿
M
T has the same set
R as
M. For each
i
=
1
;
:
:
:
;
k
and
c
2
V
a
l
M
(
C
i
),w eh a v et h a t
R
M
T
i
(
c
)
=
R
M
i
(
c
).
For other vectors
c,w eh a v et h a t
R
M
T
i
(
c
)
=
￿
R
m
a
x.
With this deﬁnition,we can prove the analogue to the “Ex-
plore or Exploit”Lemma (details omitted).
Lemma 4.3:Let
M be any DBN-MDP, let
T be any subset of
the transition components of
M, and let
M
T be the induced
MDP on
M. For any
x
2
S, any
T, and any
1
>
￿
>
0,
either there exists a policy
￿ in
M
T such that
U
￿
M
T
(
x
;
T
)
￿
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
￿, or there exists a policy
￿ in
M
T such that
the probabilitythat a walk of
T steps following
￿ will take at
least one transitionnot in
T exceeds
￿
=
(
(
k
+
1
)
T
R
m
a
x
).
This lemma essentially asserts that either there exists a pol-
icy that already achieves near-optimal(global)returnby stay-
ing only in the local model
M
T , or there exists a policy that
quickly exits the local model.
4.3 Putting It All Together
We nowhave allthepieces to ﬁnish thedescriptionand analy-
sisoftheDBN-E
3 algorithm. Thealgorithminitiallyexecutes
balanced wandering for some period of time. After some
number of steps, by the Pigeonhole Principle one or more
transition components become known. When the algorithm
reaches a known state
x — one where all the transitioncom-
ponentsare known—itcan nolongerperform balanced wan-
dering. At that point, the algorithm performs approximate
off-line policy computations for two different DBN-MDPs.
The ﬁrst corresponds to attempted exploitation, and the sec-
ond to attempted exploration.
Let
T be the set of known transitions at this step. In the
attempted exploitation computation, the DBN-E
3 algorithm
would like to ﬁnd the optimal policy on the induced DBN-
MDP
M
T . Clearly, this DBN-MDP is not known to the al-
gorithm. Thus, we use its approximation
^
M
T , where the true
transitionprobabilitiesarereplaced withtheir current approx-
imation in the model. The deﬁnition of
M
T uses only the
CPT entries of known transition components. The Simula-
tion Lemma now tells us that, for an appropriate choice of
￿
— a choice that willresult in a deﬁnitionof known transition
that requires the corresponding count to be only polynomial
in
1
=
￿,
n,
v,a n d
T — the return of any policy
￿ in
^
M
T is
within
￿ of its return in
M
T . We will specify a choice for
￿
later (which in turn sets the choice of
￿ and the deﬁnition of
known state).
Let us now consider the two cases in the “Explore or Ex-
ploit” Lemma. In the exploitation case, there exists a policy
￿ in
M
T such that
U
￿
M
T
(
x
;
T
)
￿
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
￿.( A g a i n ,
we will discuss the choice of
￿ below.) From the Simulation
L e m m a ,w eh a v eth a t
U
￿
^
M
T
(
x
;
T
)
￿
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
(
￿
+
￿
).O u r
approximate planning algorithm returns a policy
￿
0 whose
value in
^
M
T is guaranteed to be a multiplicative factor of at
most
1
￿
￿ away fromtheoptimalpolicyin
^
M
T . Thus, we are
guaranteed that
U
￿
0
^
M
T
(
x
;
T
)
￿
(
1
￿
￿
)
(
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
(
￿
+
￿
)
).
Therefore, in the exploitation case, our approximate planner
is guaranteed to return a policy whose value is close to the
optimal value.
In the exploration case, there exists a policy
￿ in
M
T (and
therefore in
^
M
T ) that is guaranteed to take an unknown tran-
sition within
T steps with some minimum probability. Our
goalnow is touse our approximate plannerto ﬁndsuch a pol-
icy. In order to do that, we need use a slightly different con-
struction
M
0
T (
^
M
0
T ). The transition structure of
M
0
T is iden-
tical to that of
M
T . However, the rewards are now different.
Here, for each
i
=
1
;
:
:
:
;
kand
c
2
V
a
l
M
(
C
i
),w eh a v et h a t
R
M
0
T
i
(
c
)
=
0 ; for other vectors
c,w eh a v et h a t
R
M
T
i
(
c
)
=
1 .
Now let
￿
0 be the policyreturned by our approximate planner
on the DBN-MDP
^
M
0
T . It can be shown that the probability
thata
T-stepwalkfollowing
￿
0 willtakeatleastone unknown
transitionis at least
(
1
￿
￿
)
(
￿
=
(
(
k
+
1
)
T
R
m
a
x
)
￿
￿
)
=
k
T.
To summarize: our approximate planner either ﬁnds
an exploitation policy
￿ in
^
M
T that enjoys actual return
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
(
1
￿
￿
)
(
U
￿
M
(
x
;
T
)
￿
(
￿
+
￿
)
) from our cur-
rent state
x, or it ﬁnds an exploitation policy in
^
M
0
T that has
probabilityat least
p
=
(
1
￿
￿
)
(
￿
=
(
(
k
+
1
)
T
R
m
a
x
)
￿
￿
)
=
k
T
of improving our statistics at an unknown transition in the
next
T steps. Appropriate choices for
￿ and
￿ yield our main
theorem, which we are now ﬁnally ready to describe.
Recall that for expository purposes we have concentrated
onthecase of
T-stepaverage return. However, as fortheorig-
inal E
3, our main result can be stated in terms of the asymp-
toticdiscountedand average returncases. We omitthe details
of this translation, but it is a simple matter of arguing that it
sufﬁces toset
T tobeeither
(
1
=
(
1
￿
￿
)
)
l
o
g
(
1
=
￿
)(discounted)
or the mixing time of the optimal policy (average).
Theorem 4.4: (Main Theorem) Let
M be a DBN-MDP with
‘ total entries in the CPTs.
￿ (Undiscountedcase) Let
T bethemixingtimeofthepol-
icy achieving the optimal average asymptotic return
U
￿
in
M. There exists an algorithmDBN-E
3 that, given ac-
cess to a
￿-approximationplanningalgorithmfor DBN-MDPs, and given inputs
￿
;
￿
;
‘
;
T and
U
￿, takes a num-
ber of actions and computationtime bounded by a poly-
nomialin
1
=
(
1
￿
￿
)
;
1
=
￿,
1
=
￿,
‘,
T, and
R
m
a
x, and with
probability at least
1
￿
￿, achieves total actual return
exceeding
U
￿
￿
￿.
￿ (Discounted case) Let
V
￿ denote the value function for
the policy with the optimal expected discounted return
in
M. There exists an algorithm DBN-E
3 that, given
access to a
￿-approximation planning algorithm for
DBN-MDPs, and given inputs
￿,
￿,
‘ and
V
￿, takes a
number of actions and computation time bounded by a
polynomial in
1
=
(
1
￿
￿
)
;
1
=
￿
;
1
=
￿
;
‘, the horizon time
T
=
1
=
(
1
￿
￿
), and
R
m
a
x, and withprobabilityat least
1
￿
￿, will halt in a state
x, and output a policy
^
￿,s u c h
that
V
^
￿
M
(
x
)
￿
V
￿
(
x
)
￿
￿.
Some remarks:
￿ The loss in policy quality induced by the approximate
planning subroutine translates into degradation in the
running time of our algorithm.
￿ As with the original E
3, we can eliminate knowledge of
the optimal returns in both cases via search techniques.
￿ Although we have stated our asymptotic undiscounted
average return result in terms of the mixing time of the
optimal policy, we can instead give an “anytime” algo-
rithm that “competes” against policies with longer and
longer mixing times the longer it is run. (We omit de-
tails, but the analysis is analogous to the original E
3
analysis.) This extension is especially important in light
of the results of the following section, where we exam-
ine properties of mixing times in DBN-MDPs.
5 Mixing Time Bounds for DBN-MDPs
As in the original E
3 paper, our average case result depends
on the amount of time
T that it takes the target policy to mix.
This dependence is unavoidable. If some of the probabilities
are very small, so that the optimal policy cannot easily reach
the high-reward parts of the space, it is unrealistic to expect
the reinforcement learning algorithm to do any better.
In the context of a DBN-MDP, however, this dependence
is more troubling. The size of the state space is exponentially
large, and virtually all of the probabilities for transitioning
from one state to the next will be exponentially small (be-
cause a transitionprobabilityis theproductof
n numbers that
are
￿
1). Indeed, one can construct very reasonable DBN-
MDPs that have an exponentially long mixing time. For ex-
ample, a DBN representing the Markov chain of an Ising
model [Jerrum and Sinclair, 1993] has small parent sets (at
most four parents per node), and CPT entries that are reason-
ably large. Nevertheless, the mixing time of such a DBN can
be exponentiallylarge in
n.
Given that even “reasonable” DBNs such as this can have
exponentialmixingtimes, one mightthinkthat thisis the typ-
ical situation — that is, that most DBN-MDPs have an ex-
ponentially long mixing time, reintroducing the exponential
dependence on
n that we have been trying so hard to avoid.
We now show that this is not always the case. We provide a
toolforanalyzingthemixingtimeofapolicyinaDBN-MDP,
which can give us much better bounds on the mixing time. In
particular, we demonstrate a class of DBN-MDPs and associ-
ated policies for which we can guarantee rapid mixing.
Note that any ﬁxed policy in a DBN-MDP deﬁnes a
Markov chain whose transition model is represented as a
DBN. We therefore begin by considering the mixing time of
a pure DBN, with no actions. We then extend that analysis to
the mixing rate for a ﬁxed policy in a DBN-MDP.
Deﬁnition 5.1:Let
Q be a transition model for a Markov
chain, and let
f
X
(
t
)
g
1
t
=
1 represent the state of the chain. Let
S
=
f
x
1
;
:
:
:
;
x
s
g.L e t
￿
j be the stationary probability of
x
j in this Markov chain. We say that the Markov chain
Q
is
￿-mixed at time
m if
m
a
x
i
;
j
j
P
(
X
(
t
)
=
x
j
j
X
(
1
)
=
x
i
)
￿
￿
j
j
￿
￿.
Our bounds on mixing times make use of the coupling
method [Lindvall, 1992]. The idea of the coupling method
is as follows: we run two copies of the Markov chain in par-
allel, from different starting points. Our goal is to make the
states of the two processes coalesce. Intuitively,the ﬁrst time
thestatesof thetwocopies arethesame, theinitialstates have
been “forgotten”, which corresponds to the processes having
mixed.
More precisely, consider a transition matrix
Q over some
state space
S.L e t
Q
￿ be a transition matrix over the state
space
S
￿
S, such that if
f
(
Y
(
t
)
;
Z
(
t
)
)
g
1
t
=
1 is the Markov
chain for
Q
￿, then the separated Markov chains
f
Y
(
t
)
g
1
t
=
1
and
f
Z
(
t
)
g
1
t
=
1 both evolve according to
Q.L e t
￿ be the ran-
domvariable that represents the couplingtime— the smallest
mforwhich
Y
(
m
)
=
Z
(
m
). Thefollowinglemmaestablishes
the correspondence between mixing and coupling times.
Lemma 5.2: For any
￿,l e t
m be such that for any
i
;
j
=
1
;
:
:
:
;
s,
P
(
￿
>
m
j
Y
(
1
)
=
x
i
;
Z
(
1
)
=
x
j
)
￿
￿.T h e n
Q is
￿-mixed at time
m.
Thus, to show that a Markov chain is
￿-mixed by some
time
m, we need only construct a coupled chain and show
that the probabilitythat this chain has not coupled by time
m
decreases very rapidly in
m.
The couplingmethod allows us to construct the jointchain
over
(
Y
(
t
)
;
Z
(
t
)
) in any way that we want, as long as each
of the two chains in isolation has the same dynamics as the
original Markov chain
Q. In particular, we can correlate the
transitions of the two processes, so as to make their states
coincide faster than they would if each was picked indepen-
dently of the other. That is, we choose
Y
(
t
+
1
) and
Z
(
t
+
1
)
to be equal to each other whenever possible, subject to the
constraints on the transition probabilities. More precisely, let
Y
(
t
)
=
x
i and
Z
(
t
)
=
x
j. For any value
x
2
S, we can
make the event
Y
(
t
+
1
)
=
x
i
;
Z
(
t
+
1
)
=
x
j have a proba-
bility that is the smaller of
P
(
X
0
=
x
k
j
X
=
x
i
) and
P
(
X
0
=
x
k
j
X
=
x
j
). Compare this to the probability
of this event if the two processes were independent, which
is the product of these two numbers rather than their mini-
mum. Overall, by correlating the two processes as much as
possible,and consideringthe worstcase over thecurrent stateof the process, we can guarantee that, at every step, the two
processes couple with probabilityat least
m
i
n
i
;
j
X
k
m
i
n
[
P
(
X
0
=
x
k
j
X
=
x
i
)
;
P
(
X
0
=
x
k
j
X
=
x
j
)
]
This quantity represents the amount of probability mass that
any two transition distributions are guaranteed to have in
common. It is called the Dobrushin coefﬁcient, and is the
contraction rate for
L
1-norm [Dobrushin, 1956] in Markov
chains.
Now, consider a DBN over the state variables
X
=
f
X
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
n
g. As above, we create two copies of the pro-
cess, letting
Y
1
;
:
:
:
;
Y
n denote the variables in the ﬁrst com-
ponent of the coupled Markov chain, and
Z
1
;
:
:
:
;
Z
n denote
those in the second component. Our goal is to construct a
Markov chain over
Y
;
Z such that both
Y and
Z separately
have the same dynamics as
X in the originalDBN.
Our construction of the joint Markov chain is very simi-
lar to the one used above, except that will now choose the
transition of each variable pair
Y
i and
Z
i so as to maximize
the probabilitythat they couple (assume the same value). As
above, we can guarantee that
Y
i and
Z
i couple at any time
t
with probabilityat least
￿
i
=
m
i
n
u
;
u
0
2
V
a
l
(
P
a
(
X
0
i
)
)
8
<
:
X
x
i
2
V
a
l
(
X
i
)
m
i
n
[
P
(
x
i
j
u
)
;
P
(
x
i
j
u
0
)
]
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=
;
This coefﬁcient was deﬁned by [Boyen and Koller, 1998] in
their analysis of the contraction rate of DBNs. Note that
￿
i
depends only on the numbers in a single CPT of the DBN.
Assumingthatthetransitionprobabilitiesineach CPT are not
too extreme, the probability that any single variable couples
will be reasonably high.
Unfortunately, this bound is not enough to show that all
of the variable pairs couple within a short time. The prob-
lem is that it is not enough for two variables
Y
(
t
)
i and
Z
(
t
)
i
to couple, as process dynamics may force us to decouple
them at subsequent time slices. To understand this issue,
consider a simple process with two variables
X
1
;
X
2,a n d
a transition graph with the edges
X
1
!
X
0
1,
X
2
!
X
0
2,
X
1
!
X
0
2. Assume that at time
t, the variable pair
Y
(
t
)
2
;
Z
(
t
)
2
has coupled with value
x
2,b u t
Y
(
t
)
1
;
Z
(
t
)
1 has not, so that
Y
(
t
)
1
=
x
1 and
Z
(
t
)
1
=
x
0
1. At the next time slice, we
must select
Y
(
t
+
1
)
2
;
Z
(
t
+
1
)
2 from two different distributions
—
P
(
X
0
2
j
x
1
;
x
2
) and
P
(
X
0
2
j
x
0
1
;
x
2
), respectively. Thus,
our sampling process may be forced to give them different
values, decoupling them again.
As this example clearly illustrates, it is not enough for a
variable pair to couple momentarily. In order to eventually
couple the two processes as a whole, we need to make each
variable pair a stable pair — i.e., we need to guarantee that
oursamplingprocess can keep them coupledfromthen on. In
our example, the pair
Y
1
;
Z
1 is stable as soon as it ﬁrst cou-
ples. Andonce
Y
1
;
Z
1 isstable,then
Y
2
;
Z
2 willalsobestable
as soonas itcouples. However, if
Y
2
;
Z
2 coupleswhile
Y
1
;
Z
1
is not yet stable, then the sampling process cannot guarantee
stability.
In general, a variable paircan onlybe stable iftheirparents
are also stable. So what happens if we add the edge
X
2
!
X
0
1 to our transition model? In this case, neither
Y
1
;
Z
1 nor
Y
2
;
Z
2 can stabilize in isolation. They can only stabilize if
they couple simultaneously.
This discussion leads to the followingdeﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 5.3:Consider a DBN over the state variables
X
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
n.T h edependency graph
D for the DBN is a di-
rected cyclic graph whose nodes are
X
1
;
:
:
:
;
X
n and where
there is a directed edge from
X
i to
X
j if there is an edge in
the transitiongraph of the DBN from
X
i to
X
0
j.
Hence, there is a directed path from
X
i to
X
j in
D iff
X
(
t
)
i
inﬂuences
X
(
t
0
)
j for some
t
0
>
t . We assume that the transi-
tion graph of the DBN always has arcs
X
i
!
X
0
i, so that the
every node in
D has a self-loop.
Let
￿
1
;
:
:
:
;
￿
l be the maximal stronglyconnected compo-
nents in
D, sorted so that if
i
<
j , there are no directed edges
from
￿
j to
￿
i. Our analysis will be based on stabilizing the
￿
i’s in succession. (We note that we provide only a rough
bound; a more reﬁned analysis is possible.) Let
￿
=
m
i
n
i
￿
i
and
g
=
m
a
x
j
j
￿
j
j. Assume that
￿
1
;
:
:
:
;
￿
i
￿
1 have all stabi-
lizedby time
t. In order for
￿
i to stabilize, all of the variables
need to couple at exactly the same time. This event happens
at time
t with probability
￿
￿
g. As soon as
￿
i stabilizes,
we can move on to stabilizing
￿
i
+
1. When all the
￿
i’s have
stabilized, we are done.
Theorem 5.4:For any
￿
￿
0, the Markov chain correspond-
ing to a DBN as described above is
￿-mixed at time
m pro-
vided
m
￿
8
l
￿
g
l
o
g
(
1
=
￿
)
:
Thus, themixingtime ofa DBNgrowsexponentiallywiththe
size of thelargest component inthe dependency graph, which
may be signiﬁcantly smaller than the total number of vari-
ablesina DBN.Indeed, in tworeal-lifeDBNs— BAT [Forbes
et al., 1995] with ten state variables, and WATER [Jensen et
al., 1989] with eight — the maximal cluster size is 3–4.
It remains only to extend this analysis to DBN-MDPs,
where we have a policy
￿. Our stochastic coupling scheme
must now deal with the fact that the actions taken at time
t
in the two copies of the process may be different. The difﬁ-
culty is that different actions at time
t correspond to different
transition models. If a variable
X
i has a different transition
model in different transition graphs
P
a, it will use a different
transitiondistributionif the action is not the same. Hence
X
i
cannot stabilize until we are guaranteed that the same action
is taken in both copies. That is, theaction must also stabilize.
The action is only guaranteed to have stabilized when all of
the variables on which the choice of action can possibly de-
pend have stabilized. Otherwise, we might encounter a pair
of states in which we are forced to use different actions in the
two copies.
We can analyze thisbehavior by extendingthe dependency
graph to include a new node corresponding to the choice of
action. We then see what assumptions allow us to bound
the set of incoming and outgoing edges. We can then usethe same analysis described above to bound the mixing time.
The outgoing edges correspond to the effect of an action. In
many processes, the action only directly affects the transition
model of a small number of state variables in the process. In
other words, for many variables
X
i,w eh a v et h a t
P
a
a
(
X
i
)
and
P
a
(
X
i
j
P
a
a
(
X
i
)
) are the same for all
a. In this case,
the new action node will only have outgoing edges to the re-
mainingvariables(thoseforwhichthetransitionmodel might
differ). We note that such localized inﬂuence models have a
long history both for inﬂuence diagram [Howard and Mathe-
son, 1984] and for DBN-MDPs [Boutilieret al., 1999].
Now, consider outgoing edges. In general, the optimal
policy might well be such that the action depends on every
variable. However, the mere representation of such a pol-
icy may be very complex, rendering its use impractical in a
DBN-MDP with many variables. Therefore, we often want to
restrict attentionto a simplerclass of policies,such as a small
ﬁnite state machine or a small decision tree. If our target pol-
icy is such that the choice of action only depends on a small
numberofvariables,thentherewillonlybea smallnumberof
incomingedges intotheaction nodeinthedependency graph.
Having integrated the action node into the dependency
graph, our analysis above holds unchanged. The only differ-
ence from a random variable is that we do nothave toinclude
the action node when computing the size of the
￿
i that con-
tains it, as we do not have to stochastically make it couple;
rather, it couples immediately once its parents have coupled.
Finally, we note that this analysis easily accommodates
DBN-MDPs where the decision about the action is also
decomposed into several independent decisions (e.g., as
in [Meuleau et al., 1998]). Different component decisions
can inﬂuence different subsets of variables, and the choice
of action in each one can depend on different subsets of vari-
ables. Each decisionforms a separate nodeinthe dependency
graph, and can stabilizeindependently of the other decisions.
The analysis above gives us techniques for estimating the
mixing rate of policies in DBN-MDPs. In particular, if we
want to focus on getting a good steady-state return from
DBN-E
3 in a reasonable amount of time, this analysis shows
us how to restrict attention to policies that are guaranteed to
mix rapidly given the structure of the given DBN-MDP.
6 Conclusions
Structured probabilistic models, and particularly Bayesian
networks, have revolutionized the ﬁeld of reasoning under
uncertainty by allowing compact representations of complex
domains. Their success is built on the fact that this structure
can be exploited effectively by inference and learning algo-
rithms. This success leads one to hope that similar structure
can be exploited in the context of planning and reinforce-
ment learning under uncertainty. This paper, together with
the recent work on representing and reasoning with factored
MDPs [Boutilier et al., 1999], demonstrate that substantial
computational gains can indeed be obtained from these com-
pact, structured representations.
This paper leaves many interesting problems unaddressed.
Of these, the most intriguing one is to allow the algorithm
to learn the model structure as well as the parameters. The
recent body of work on learning Bayesian networks from
data [Heckerman, 1995] lays much of the foundation, but
the integration of these ideas with the problems of explo-
ration/exploitationis far from trivial.
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